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MakeOver Actions  

Autumn Clean- All in One edit. Contains Shadow lifter, exposure fix, lighten, contrast, 

highlights saver.  

Fall Lips-Contains layers for painting on lipsticks .There are 4 shades to chose from, you can 

also mix and match shades.  

Mocha Skin--This action is skin tone action for darker complexions. Paint on skin tones, 

chose from three different shades.  

Vanilla Skin--This action is skin tone action for fair skin complexions. Paint on skin tones, 

chose from three different shades.  

 

Toolbox Helper Actions  

Paint Blur-This action allows you to paint on a blur effect anywhere in photo. You will have 

to paint on the black layer mask with a soft white brush.  

Paint Sharp- This action allows you to paint on a sharp effect anywhere in photo. You will 

have to paint on the black layer mask with a soft white brush.  

Paint Contrast- This action allows you to paint on a contrast effect anywhere in photo. You 

will have to paint on the black layer mask with a soft white brush.  

Paint Depth- This action is a non destructive dodge and burn tool. Use black soft brush to 

paint on the burn in areas. Use a white soft brush to paint on the dodge effect. Opacity 

should be lowered for optimal effect.  

Paint Pop- This action allows you to paint on a pop effect anywhere in photo. You will have 

to paint on the black layer mask with a soft white brush.  

Paint Color- This action allows you to paint on richer color effect anywhere in photo. You 

will have to paint on the black layer mask with a soft white brush.  

Yellow Eraser-This action allows you to paint away yellow cast.  

Blue Eraser-This action allows you to paint away blue cast.  

  



PHOTO FINISHERS  

Apply Overlay- This action will run and ask you to choose an overlay from your folders. 

Once you have chosen an overlay the action will run and then you will just change the 

opacity of the overlay.  

Apply Texture- This action will run and ask you to choose a texture from your folders. Once 

you have chosen a texture the action will run and then you will just change the opacity of 

the layers.  

FB Resize Horizontal- Resize your images horizontal before posting to face book.  

FB Resize Vertical- Resize your images vertical before posting to face book.  

Vignette –This action will apply a black vignette to the entire image.  

Sharpener-This action will run and apply sharpness to image.  

Color Shifter-This action will shift the light to the center of image.  

Dehazer-This action is applying a contrast to image to take away the haze.  

Desaturate-This action will subtract color from your image.  

Plum Vignette- Apply this purple vignette to your image with one click.  

Vignette- Apply this black vignette to your image with one click.  

Coffee Vignette- Apply a brown vignette to your image with one click.  

Vintage Photo- This action will run and apply a vintage frame and feel to your image. It is 

best to run this action after FB resizing.  

Crackle Photo- This action will run and apply a vintage frame and a crackle vintage feel to 

your image. It is best to run this action after FB resizing.  

 

  



COLOR TONE ACTIONS  

Belle BW-This is a strong Black and White action with a burgundy haze added.  

Mattes-This action will have 3 different matte finishes to try out.  

Tints- This action will have 5 different color tints to add to photo.  

Spice- Creates a brown & yellow color tint with haze.  

Cranberry-Light cranberry tint with contrast effect.  

Peachy-Light peach color tone with haze.  

Candy-Pink and purple haze with matte.  

Instagram-Blue tone with yellow haze and matte.  

Couture-White and purple tints with haze.  

Pine-Orange and brown mix tone with haze.  

Blackberry-Black and red tint with heavy red tones and haze.  

Chocolate- Chocolate color tone with milky haze and contrast boost.  

Mystic-Peach and purple tones with haze.  

Brave- Green tint with hazer and matte finish.  

Orchid-Purple tint with yellow tones with matte.  

Fig-Creamy peach tone with haze.  

Plum- Purple tones with heavy tints and haze.  

Blue Ivy- A Blue jean color tone with a heavy matte.  

Rose- A Pink red tint with contrast boost.  

Burberry-Matte neutral blue.  

Jade-Red and hot pink tint with contrast.  

Mesmerize-Dark purple matte finish.  

Mulberry-Vintage matte soft purple with haze.  



Sage-Green and brown tints.  

Ginger-Dark purple and bold pink tint with matte.  

Cinnamon-Matte dark red with brown tints and haze.  

Rustica-Vintage red and brown tones with matte.  

Coffee-Light creamy brown matte effect.  

Honey-Light Yellow tint with haze and matte.  

Esmeralda-Green haze and tan tints.  

Ambers-Red and dark browns tones with haze.  

Pumpkin-Orange tint with haze and matte.  

Roast-Color boost and lighten with red tones. 


